INTRODUCING THE DYNAFRAME™ CF DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM

The STANDARD by which all TTC Fusion Systems should be ‘measured’ just raised the bar.

The DynaFrame CF Deployment System pairs intra-operative simplicity and speed with the clinical benefits of the DynaNail TTC Fusion System, the ONLY internal fusion approach to offer the compression performance of an external fixator.


MANUFACTURED FROM CARBON-FIBER PEEK:

• Up to 18x more rigid than PEEK depending upon DynaFrame component
• Radiolucent for easy, unobstructed visualization on imaging

ACCOMMODATES LARGER PATIENT ANATOMY

1. Arch: 25mm of additional clearance from foot
2. PA Attachment: 10mm of additional clearance from foot

IMPROVED RELIABILITY WITH DRILL TARGETING

3. Outer Tube: lengthened with slot to support proximal drill guide
4. Inner Tube: thickened 50% to provide additional rigidity

MORE PROCEDURALLY INTUITIVE

Numbered components correspond with the procedural order of steps using the DynaFrame CF

For further product information or to arrange a product demonstration, please contact your local MedShape representative or call Customer Service at 877-343-7016. You can also visit www.medshape.com.